Resolution honoring Tom Mohr

Whereas, Tom Mohr’s experience as an educator teaching high school chemistry and math,
then later serving as principal of three high schools before becoming Superintendent of the San
Mateo Union High School District all served to provide him with a community perspective that
has shaped the San Mateo County Community College District and all three colleges within it;

Whereas, Tom Mohr has reprised his educator-administrator role several times in his
astonishingly multifaceted career, becoming president of Cañada College in 2007 and becoming
a trustee in 2013, serving admirably in both capacities;

Whereas, Tom Mohr’s visible presence at countless events at all three colleges within his
district has demonstrated a true commitment in word and deed to a board’s obligation to not
only discuss policy in the board room but to also observe and participate with the campuses
themselves in order to support the vibrancy and richness of community activity that sustains a
learning environment;

Whereas, Tom Mohr has held the San Mateo County Community College District accountable in
its mission to serve students and the community, compelling the District to embrace a culture
of constant innovation and improvement upon its successes, most notably by expanding and
improving the work of the Foundation as well as committing to and implementing the District
Strategic Plan;

Whereas, Tom Mohr’s own commitment to social justice has been well reflected in several
transformative board study sessions on topics ranging from race and class equity, food
insecurity, housing, and other critical facets of the lives of the students and community of the
San Mateo County Community College District, illustrating his belief in our colleges’ obligations
to serve the whole student;

Whereas, Tom Mohr’s professionalism, collegiality, and grace in interactions with faculty, as
well as his amply evident respect, which comes from a deep understanding of faculty’s roles,
has energized and supported faculty in the noble work of serving our students, prompting
faculty to continually reflect on their roles as educators and constantly seek new ways to
ensure the presence of great teaching in their classrooms; and

Whereas, Tom Mohr’s inherent goodness, kindness, and devotion to education has been deeply
appreciated and will be sorely missed by faculty at Cañada College;

Resolved, That the Cañada College Academic Senate thank Tom Mohr for his many years of
service to the District, to faculty, and to the students for whom we are humbled to serve; and

Resolved, That the Cañada College Academic Senate wish Tom Mohr every joy and success in
the next phase of his admirable journey as a lifelong educator, community advocate, and
friend.

